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Mr. Speaker: Order,
may have that view.
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order.

He

The question is:
"That leave be granted to
introduce a Bill to provide for the
languages which may be used for
the official pUr!pOses of the Union,
for transaction of business in
Parliament, for Central and State
Acts and for certain purposes in
High Courts."

The motion was adopted.
Sbri Lal Bahadur Shastri: I introduce the Bill.
13.24 hn.
DEMANDS FOR GRANT&-contct

MINISTRY

STEEL AND
INDUSTRIES

OF

HEAVY

Mr. Speaker: The House will now
tai<e up discussion and voting or.
Demand Nos. 88, 89 and 13~ relatm!:
to tll .. Ministry of Steel and Hea~'
Industries for which 5 hours hav:,
been allotted.
Hon. Members desirous of movin c
their cut motions may send slips t~
the Table within 15 minutes indicatinj!
which of the cut motions they would
like to move.
DEMAND No. 88--MINxSTRY OF
AND HEAVY INDUSTRIES
Mr. Speaker:

STEEL

Motion moved:

''That a sum not exceeding
Rs. 28,61,000 be granted to the

President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March. 1964, in
respect of 'Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries'."

DEMAND No. 89-OrHER REVENUE ExPENDrruRE OF THE MINISTRY OF STI:zJ
AND HEAVY INDUSTRIES
Mr. Speaker: Motion moved:
"That a sum not exceeding
Rs. 28,33,64,000 be granted to the
19S(Ai) LSD-5.
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President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March, 1964, in
respect of 'Other Revenue Expenditure of the Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries·...
DEMAND No. 138--CAP1TAL OuTLAy or
THE MINISTRY OF STEEL AND HMVY

INDUSTRIEs
Mr. Speaker:

Motion moved:

"Th3lt a sum not exceeding
Rs. 1,31.03,62,000 be granted to the
President to complete the sum
necessary to defray the charges
which will come in course of
payment during the year ending
the 31st day of March, 1964, in
respect of 'Capital Outlay of the
Ministry of Steel and Heavy Industries' ."
Dr. U. Misra (Jamshedpur): It is
a matter of joy that an under-develop_
ed country like ours has embarked
on a plan to build heavy industries
and steel in our country.
13.%5 hrs.

[MR. D!JpUTY-SPEAXER in the Chair]
As far as the orientation of the Plan
to this extent is .concerned, I support
Government's policy. I congratulate
the Minister for not yielcting-not
always but at times-to the pressure
of the so-called stalwarts of the
industry, the steel monopolies of our
country and some agencies outside
including foreign Governments. But I
want to point out that even after two
Plans, our performance is not satisfac_
tory. Fortunately, our country has
got all the requisites for ·building a
steel industry. Even then, .we have
achieved only 4 million tons now.
Leaving aside bigger countries like
the USA and USSR, a country like
Japan which had a production of one
million tons in 1948 has achieved now
22 million .tons (in 1960). China
which had only below 1 million tons
has now got 18: 5 million tons. Our
performance in this respect is most
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discouraging. Even after the completion of two Plans, our engineering
industries are starving for steel.
doubt whether, as promised by our
Steel Minister in various places, we
will be able to achieve the target of
10 million tons. The present target
cannot ·be reached without a firm
policy. This policy of hesitation is
contrary to our Industrial Policy
Resolution. We are yielding more and
more to pressure from the steel monopolists and also depending upon certain agencies and governments which
are definitely opposed to our steel
targets.
We are in a very advantageous position now with all our resources. I
want to remind the House that last
year the Minister said that Bokaro
would be completed, with or without
American aid. We were very glad to
know that. Now we find from the Clay
report submitted to the US Government that the USA would not give aid
to any foreign country to establish
government-owned enterprises which
competed with existing private concerns. When the US Ambassador,
Prof. Galbraith said that it would not
affect the Bokaro plant, we thought
that the Clay report was made. of
clay. But now we find-from today's
papers-that it is not just clay but
it is steel. So there is a controversy.
There are certain other points which
were not there before but which are
now being pointed out by them to us.
They say that unless we take in the
private sector, aid will not be forthcoming. They also doubt the ~
ciency of our public sector. We have
taken a decision to develop the public
sector, and it is insulting that we
should take aid from a country that
dictates to us. Is it in keeping with
our self-respect to submit or yield to
their pressure?
As far American efficiency itself,
we have had a test of it in Jamshedpur. The Kaiser Co., has built a two
million ton steel plant which has not
reached the target even now. It still
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gives trouble. So, We have doubts
about their knowledge and efficiency,
but at the same time they go on
exerting pressure on us. It is with a
purpose. The western countries want
to sell us steel, they do not want us to
build our own plants.
Sometimes We hear that Government also yields to their pressure. Of
course, it is for the Minister to assure
us to the contrary. We now hear that
instead of our heavy industries being
wholly in the public sector, Government is going to give part of it to the
private sector. But I should remind
them that in order to fulfil our commitments to the people of reaching a
socialist goal, we must be very firm,
we must not concentrate more on the
private sector but have the heavy
ind~stries wholly in the public sector.
There is an attempt from various
sources, both inside and outside the
country, to discredit the public sector,
and thereby put pressure to have the
industry in the private sector. There
is a subtle attempt to discredit Bhilai,
saying that it is producing some low
quality of steel which is being rejected and so on.
Moreover, basically these steel monopolists are against more steel being
produced in our country. It is not
only now, it has been SO from the
very beginning. In 1958, at a meeting
of the shareholders of TISCO, Shri
J. R. D. Tata said:
"Over-emphasis on steel production in our future plans would
prove a costly mistake and I wish
to sound a note of warning."
Such omnious warnings were given
from time to time. It is not new.
Sir Biren Mukherjee, Chairman of
IlSCO, went further and ridiculed the
Bokaro project. He said:
"It is very tempting to proceed
to locate new steel plants along
the traditional iron ore/coal rail
route.
Unfortunately, in our
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coun try this route is grossly overloaded now. The addition of one
more steel plant is bound to have
a detrimental effect on units already in existence."
Even in the annual report of TISCO
for 1961-62 it has been said:
"The limitation imposed by the
retention prices fixed by Government on the company's ability to
pay adequate dividends on the
existing share capital, a further
issue of capital in the foreseeable
future would be impracticable as
well as grossly unfair to the
shareholders."
In this way, either in the form of
ominous advice or in the form of
pressure for a higher retention price,
they go 011 impending our plan.
The tone is the same as that of some
foreign agencies. For instance, in an
interview in New Delhi recently Sir
Julien Pode, President of the British
Iron lmd Steel Federation said that
low returns on capital was' one of the
main reasons which impeded increased
foreign participation in India in the
industrial projects. So, the tone of
the foreign agencies as well as our
steel monopolists is the same.
Coming from Jamshedpur, I know
how much fuss they made to implement the Wage Board's interim recom_
mendations till the Government conceded the retention price demanded
by them.
There is some reason for it. They
have made enormous profits and they
go on making, and they do not want
that steel production should expand
and there should be competition. I
will quote some of the figures of profits TISCO has made.

Tiseo's production has gone up
from 0.8 million tons in 1951-52 to
l' 3 million tons in 1961-62, i.e., in a
period of ten years. The increase is
only 0.5 million tons, that is 62' 33 per
cent. The gross revenue increased
from Rs. 37' 75 crores to Rs. 92' 48

crores in the same period, that is by
145 per cent. During these ten years,
TISCO produced 11' 3 million tons of
saleable steel and received Rs. 566
crores as sale price. The price of steel
produced during these ten years on
1939-40 prices comes to Rs. 198 crores
only, and they have got Rs. 566 crores.
Thus, due to revision in the retention
prices from time to time, TISCO
earned Rs. 367 crores extra during
these ten years. So, it is because of
this greed for profit that they do not
want that our steel target should be
reached, and that the industry should
go to the private sector.
During the ten year period, TISCO's
gross profit rose from Rs. 8' 11 crores
to Rs. 19' 24 crores, that is by 237 per
cent. The dividend rose from Rs. l' 71
crores to Rs. 4' 65 crores, that is by
172 per cent. The Depreciation Fund
rose from Rs. 2'15 crores to Rs. 13'15
crores, that is by 511 per cent, and
the Plant Rehabilitation Fund rose
from Rs. (). 75 crores to Rs. 6' 78 crores,
that is by 904 per cent. Capital has
risen during this period from Rs. 10' 47
cro"es to Rs. 38' 96 crores, that is by
200 per cent.
The entire finance for the two
million ton expansion programme of
Tiseo is provided either by Government loan or by Go\'ernment-guaranteed loan. lISCO has also made ~imi
lar enormous profits. So, these monopolists are not willing to part with
even a portion of it. What have they
done with this enormous profit? It
they ha\'e utilised it only in the indus_
try, we would have no objection. But
they are strengthen;ng themselves in
a variety of industries and also in the
political field of our country. In various ways they are corrupting and
weakening the whole structure of our
country, not only by donating to the
political parties but by adopting corrupt methods like appointing our
retired lAS and present lAS officers
on four times their salary that they
would normally get in the Government sprvice, thereby tempting others
also who are placed representative
posts in Government and corrupting
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them. They are having a grip on the
economy and politics of our country.
There is the example of the steel
workers of Jamshedpur in whose case
the Government is totally powerless.
Yesterday there was a strike threat in
Barauni. The Minister promised that
it will go before adjudication. But in
the case of TIseo, it will not happen.
400 workers were dismissed during
1958 for participation in one day's
strike. We have brought it several
times to the notice of the Government
but the Ministers say clearly: ''we are
powerless; we cannot do anything". Not
only that. These workers were dismissed four years ago. When these
workers go to the public sector industries, they are refused jobs and they
are told: "you have been dismissed;
and we have agreed to the request of
the Tatas not to re-employ you". They
have stated it clearly. I have got
some applications and the replies
given to those applicants. These are
technical people who are required in
steel production in our country whe.e
we are short of technical hands. They
are now unemployed. Some of them
possess 15 or 20 years' experience.
These nagars and purams such as
Burnpur and Jamshedpur have become almost empires within our free
India. All social life is controlled by
them. Even the electricity connections, telephones, etc. are all controlled by them. They have become an
empire within free India. I have had
to disconnect my telephone because
they always interrupted my telephone
and made my calls always ineffective.
I had to disconnect the telephone there
till the Government takes it over.
This concentration of money and
'power certainly does not lead to the
socialist pattern 01 society; it is something else, So, J want that suitable
legislation should be brought forward
to nationalise them and bring them
to the public sector. Then only we
can have a consolidated and integrated
policy to achieve the target set before
ourselves in our Plans.

T. therefore, urge that these two
ponopoly units should be nationalilled

and Government should take over the
control for Bokaro. This should not
be in the private sector. Everything
should be given to the State sector.
We are spending Rs. 56' 4 crores over
the expansion of Rourkela and the
whole of the foreign exchange is not
borne by the West German Government whereas the entire expansion of
the Bhilai plant is borne by the Soviet
Union. Out of 256 technical personnel,
150 will be Germans in Rourkela and
they will be there for the purpose of
maintenance. We have our intelligent boys, Even then these are the
conditions. It is logical for these
countries because they do not want us
to have a prospering steel industry but
only sell us steel. They want to serve
us only under certain conditions
whereas our experience with regard
to other countries like Soviet Russia,
Czechoslovakia, etc. is different.
Shri RaviDdra Varma (Thiruvella):
He says 'our experience'. That is the
experience of the hon. Member !n
another country?
Dr. U, Misra: That is your experience and my experience both,
Shri Vasudevan Nair (Ambalapuzha): 'Our' means aU M.Ps.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Yes; he may
have had that experience.
Shri Ravindra Varma:
that point to be cleared.

I wanted

Dr. Raaen Sen (Calcutta East):
Why are you so allergic to Soviet
Union?
The Minister of Steel and HeaVY
Industries (Shri C. Snbramaniam):
You are allergic to something; he is
allergic to something.

Dr. U. Misra: We should finalise
the details about the Bokaro plant
very soon, If the Americans are putting such insulting terms on us or
delaying, I should request our Minister
to remain firm, I wish to remind him
of the assurance given by him during
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last Budget Session. He said that
whether the' Americans gave aid or
not, the Bokaro plant wiU be there.
He should stick to this, in spite of the
pressure from the steel monopolists of
our count~y.
Coming to the State sector performance, I sRould say that the State
sector steel plants' performance, especially during the emergency, is most
commendable. This has been possible
due to the co-operation between the
workers, the technical personnel and
also the management. This experience
has given us an idea that given the
right conditions, our people can rise
to the occasion and our State sector
can aiso achieve success. But there
~re certain criticisms that the admin:stration is top heavy and that there
are morc supervisory and highly
salaried people than workers. I believe
that last year autonomy was given to
thesc' three steel plants SO that the
general managers would more and
more concentrate on the working of
the plants. But it is found that they
are absent from their plants for even
five months in a year or sometimes
twenty days in a month. There are
all these defects. I request the hon.
Minister to look into them as also into
the grievances of the workers. The
grievances of the workers are accumulating and the workers are not
satisfied because their grievances are
not looked into quickly. Other than
the favoured union, the registered
unions have not even got a meeting
place. No democratic procedure has
been followed for the recognition of
the unions which represent the majority of workers, The registered unions
have not even got a place within
four miles of the steel towns to hold
a meeting. The AlTUC unions are
discriminated there. The AITUC which
advocates the public sector most is
most discriminated. Some of the
office-bearers and others also in BhUai
nre asked to go through re-verifications which I feel is a prelude to discharge them or dismiss them. So,
there is a fear among the workers.
Even if a section of the workers work
under a certain fcar, co-operation and

harmony in
attained.
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There is another aspect of our public
sector. There is an enormous amount
of money spent for the work done.
That brings in the question of contractors. In Ratia, the Engineering
Co~oration
is building a
heavy
machine plant and the earth-work
during the construction stage of the
plant is being entrusted to big contractors and they again in turn hand
over the work to sub-contractors, and
huge sums of money are being spent
which could have been avoided. Even
the people say that instead of Rama
Rajya it has become the contractors'
Raj.

Then there are certain grievances in
the steel towns to the effect that the
other section of people, those who
serve the workers in the steel towns,
like. the shopkeepers in Durgapur,
have not got residential buildings near
their place of work. I request the
Ministry to look into this.
Many of the stainless steel industries
are closing down. Also, some of the
tin plate factories are closing down
due to want of tin plates and the
workers are becoming unemployed. I
have received one such complaint
from Calcutta, from the' Balagopal
Iron and Steel, Ltd., which is closing
down.
Another important point which
want to bring in is about the technical
training. From the Ministry's report
as well as from the assessments
periodically made by the Government, it is clear that we have a great
shortage of technically trained people.
We should, therefore, give thought to
the question of giving more and more
technical training to our steel personnel, and have more and more technically trained people. There is no coordination or correlation between the
technical hands available in our
country and our requirements in the
steel industry. When a technical hand
applies to the Hindustan Steel, he gets
a curt reply: "No vacancy." J should
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suggest that a central pool should be
created and the names should be
registered or listed there for further
employment, and they should be called when reqwred.
I would suggest one or two things
more. There are certain factories
which do not function properly. The
Government should take them over.
For example, there is the TELCO. I
have '10 time to go into the details of
it. The idle hours in the engineering
division of the TELCO rose from 9,600
in November to 9,900 in December,
1962. Why should the idle hours
increase when the workers are ready
to work in the emergency? During
. the eIJlergen~y the workers have
volunteered to work. In the Auto
Division of TELCO the same thing
happens. In order to wrest greater
concessions in terms of foreign exchange, the management have put
pressure by manoeuvring in such a
way. In the interests of the State, the
tempo of work there should be looked
into.
There is one factory in Jamshedpur-the JEMCO, that is, the Jamshedpur Engineering and Machine
Manufacturing Co. It has taken Rs. 5
lakhs worth of foreign exchange to
bring machinery and electric furnace
to make rollers. It is said that the
machinery is lying idle. We have
been importing rollers and spending
our foreign exchange. So, I suggest
that either this company should be
forced to run it or we must take it
over, because it occupies a large area
and has spent foreign exchange.
In conclusion, I should say that in
order to achieve our planned targets,
suitable legislation should be made for
integrated steel production so that we
can bring the monopolist steel factories into the public sector instead of
giving them more and more concessions. We expect that at the end of
ths debate the Minister will give an
assurance as to what has happened to
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the Bokaro plant and when it is going
to be complded and also regarding the
Rourkela plant-what has been the
expansion, whether the total foreign
exchange is bome by them or some of
it is borne by us, and whether we can
negotiate with other people or not.
They should exercise greater control
over the other heavy industries in the
private sectors, and they should stop
issuing licences to the private sector,
and see that they reduce the cost of
construction of the projects. The
Government should improve and
streamline our public sector projects,
and radically reorientate the labour
policy in public sector undertakings
to generate greater labour enthusiasm.
They shOUld accelerate the schemes
of technical training and create a
central pool of technicians.
Mr. Speaker: According to intimation since received from Members, the
following cut motions are desired to
be moved to Demands for Grants
relating to the Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries. Han. Members may
move them subject to their being
otherwise advisable.
Cut Motion Nos. 4 and 7.
Shri Sivamurthi Swamy (Koppal):
My cut motions are there.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The haIL
Member did not give notice of his
intention of moving them.
Shri SivamuriJ'..i Swamy: I am just
giving them. Cut Motion Nos. 1 and
6.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: All
They may also be moved.

right.

SIli S. M. Banerjee (Kanpur):
beg to move:
''That the Demand under the
head Ministry of Steel 'and Heavy
Industries be reduced by Rs. 100."
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[0) Failure to establish Joint Consultative Machinery in Heavy Electricals Limited, Bhopal, (ii) failure
to implement labour laws in steel
plants in Bhilai, Durgapur and Rourkela, (iii) failure to reduce the price
of steel produced in public and private sectors, (iv) working of Heavll
Electricais Limited, Bhopal, (v)
need to nationalise TISCO and
IISCO., and (vi) working of steel
plants in public sectur. (4)]
·Shri R. Baraa
move:

(Jorhat):

I beg to

"That the Demand under the
head Capital Outlay of the Ministry of Steel and Heavy Industries be redued by Rs. 100."

I beg

the annual reports of the Department
of Iron and Steel of this Ministry are
becoming smaller and smaller every
year. The year before last, we had a
report of 56 pages. Last year we had
a report of. 36 pages, and this year we
have a report of only 17 pages.
Shri S. KaIldappaa: Only due to
economy.
8hri Morarka:
The
information
given in the last report is very very
brief.
Shri C. SlIbramaniam:
paper or iron?

You want

Shri Morarka: We want information
about iron.

[Need fur (i) policy fOT speedy steel
production, (ii) releasing mOTe C.I.
Sheets .to ""eet rural needs, and (iii)
providing training facilities to technicians to meet progressive requirements of steel and heavy electricals. (7)]
Shri Sivamurthi Swami:
move:

fur Chant.

to

(i) ''That the
Demand under
the head Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries be reduced by
Rs. 100"

[Need to start iTon and steel industries
in Sondur and Hospet areas of MySOTe State to exploit the richest ore
found in that area (1)]
(ii) ''That the Demand under
the head Other Revenue Expenditure of the Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries be reduced by
Rs.100."

[Administration of certain public
companies under the Ministry in
Orissa (6)]
Mr. DePUty Speaker: These cut
motions are now before the House.
Shri Morarka (Jhunjhunu): Mr.
Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I shaH begin my
speech by making a few preliminary
remarks. The first is about the annual
reports of this Ministry. I find that

Secondly, I have got here 2 documents. One is the Demands for
Grants of the Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Industries for 1962-63 and the
other is the Demands for Grants of
the same Ministry for 1963-64. I have
gone through the Chapter On Steel
including Hindustan Steel Limited.
You would be surprised to know, Sir,
that word by word, paragraph by
paragraph, they are identical. There
is no dtiference between the last year',
report and this year's report. U it
was a question of economy, &s the
hon. Member just now said, the Ministry COuld have avoided giving that information again. The Ministry should
show more consideration to the House
when they give information concerning steel plants and such important
subjects.
14 hrs.
Having said that, I wish to :ay that
the importance of steel in this modern
age cannot ,be exaggerated. It is a
base not only for the economic and industrial development of a country, but
occupies a very important pOSition in
the defence. As a matter of fact, 118
somebody recently said the modern
army marches on steel. Even though
more and more substitutes are found
for steel, every year the demand for
steel is increasing almost in geometric
~~tion. It has been estimated by
SClen bsts and economists that by the
end of the present century, the de-
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mand for steel would be somewhere
near 1,000 million tons as against the
present production of the world of
450 million tons.
For a developing
country like ours, the need for steel
is much greater. It is estimated that
by 1975, our demand of steel would
be about 30 million tons. Therefore,
our policy of steel production requires
a certain amount of boldness, foresight and vision.
The third Five Year Plan had charged the Hindustan Steel Limited with
3 main taso.-to expand the present
capacity of the three existing plants,
to put up a new steel alloy plant at
Durgapur with 80,000 ton capacity and
to set up a fourth steel plant at
Bokaro, and thus to create a capacity
of 10 million tons by the end of the
third Plan period. The targets of the
second Plan are likely to ,be achieved
by the middle of the third Plan. As
the Minister sacd this morning, the
target of the third Plan may be achieved 'by the end of the first year of
the fourth Plan. When these targets
are not ach:eved, the entire economic
development runs into some sort of
difficulties. It is very essential that
for proper and unifom development,
the targets of steel and coal are strIctly adhered to, Our target for the
fourth Plan is tentatively fixed at 18
million tons; that is, an increaSe of 80
per cent OVer the targets of the third
Plan and it may be much over than
the actual achievement at the end of
the th!rd Plan.
In this connection, I would like to
suggest to the Minister that at least
the final location of the future steel
plans may be finally determined. J
know the Mil'!ister has got in mind
different sites. For example, he is
contemplating two plants at two ports.
one at Goa and another at Vishakapatnam. Similarly, he is also considering a steel plant at Bellary-Sandur
in Mysore and a plant in Vidharba
within Maharashtra State. He is also
considering another plant at Salem
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based On Neyveli lignite in Madras
State. The decision about the location of these plants would save a large
amount of time in future, because
various time-consuming formalities
like acquisition of land, testing of soil
and var:ous other things could be
completed in advance.
About NeyveJi ligni~e, recently experts have expressed the opinion that
a steel plant based on N eyveli lignite
would be a very economic prOposition.
They have also said that this lignite
was best suited for the generation of
power, as similar lignite was used in
Australia and West Germany, Thes'.'
experts have also said that the lignite,.
based projects should be started without any further delay, because men
thinking, more paper work and calculations are not going to get anybody
anYWhere, Talking about lignite, I
might say that recently in America
they have found a process by which
1'gnite or brown coal can be converted into metallurgical coke, From this
point of view also, it is necessary that
more attention is paid to the mining
of lignite and the quantity of min:ng
should b" increased,
Coming to the size of the plantwhat should be the ideal size of a steel
plant, apart from the small ones-there are no two opinions that a plant
of 5 to 8 million ton capacity is considered to be the most economic and
most modern plant. As a matter ot
fact, in America, plants of the size of
1 to 2 milliOn ton capacity are being
scrapped, They are spending about
one bUUOn dollars every year on the
renovation and remodelling of the
steel plants, From this pOint of view,
the size of the plant i', of very great
importance, because it is not enough
for Us merely to put up a plant or tc
raise the capacity of the plant, bu~
ultimately in order to compete in the
world steel market, we will have to
produce at economic prices. The main
reason why a 5 mWllion ton plant IS
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considered more economic is that a
rolling mill of this size is much more
economic than the rollin, mill of a
smaller size. Apart from the initial
saving in the actual cost, there is a
built-in saving for future also. In a
bigger plant, the cost of production is
less than in a smaller plant.
This
applies even between a 5 million ton
plant and a plant of the size of 1 to 2
million tons.
It is also equally true that you do

find many sites in the world
where you can locate a plant of this
size. Fortunately. in our country we
have one or two' such s'tes where a
plant of this size can easily be located.
Bokaro is certainly one of them. In
view of th,s and in view of the fact
that a plant of this size is considered
to 'be most economical and there is
growing demand fOr steel in this
country, I do not understand why we
are talking about the Bokaro plant in
terms of 1 million tons only.
Why
can't we have a plant of 5 million ton
capacity at Bokaro? It may be said
that to begin with it is about 1 million ton but later on there may be a
proposal to expand it. But why not
have a b'gger one from the beginning~
110t

So much about big plants. But
was happy to read the announcement
of the M;nister in Coimbatore that the
Government has taken a decision to
allow the setting up of small plant.;
with a maximum clpacity of about 1
lakh tons. I would only like to say
that while it is easy to set up these
plants and it is desirable also, the cost
of production in these plants is bound
to be more. Accord'ng to experts, it
would be £ 18 per ton, as against £ 15
in a bigger plant. But even so, it is
worthwhile and in the interests of the
country to have sueh plants. I would
only like the Minister to clarify as to
what type of plant actually he has in
mind, where these plants will be BPt
uP. whether they would be in the
public sector or private sector and
what would be the criteria for determining the location of these plants.

As I said a minute ago it is not
enough merely to produce st~l accord-

ing to our rated capacity, but we mast
produce steel at an economic price.
Now, Sir, the economics of steel
making depenrl on many factors such
as location of the plant, availability
of raw materials, method of steel making research and tra:ning facilities,
availability of transpor:t facilities and,
finally, the disposal of byproducts and
scrap. Now, it has been proved, as a
matter of fact, that it is better to
locate a plant "Somewhere on the ioast
and feed it with imported raw material
rather than to locate a plant at a distant place w'thin the country to be fed
by 3.n inefficient system of transport.
Japan is an instance in point. Japan
has built its plant on the sea cost and
Japan runs this plant mostly by imp::>rted raw materials. It imports
about 80 per cent of iron ore and more
than 50 per cent of coal. Even theJil.
Japanese "Steel today is more economical than any other steel including
that of the United States of America.
Japan competes with the US steel not
only in the world markets but in the
USA itself. Japan's export to USA
are the biggest and the USA's exports
to Japan are almost negligible. I am
happy, therefore, that the Government
h.., decided to locate two steel plants
h.-re, one at Goa and the other at
Vis1khapatnam.
Now, the second thing is about the
method of steel making. The advantage in favour of Japan is that the
proportiOn of steel that they make
with, what is known as, the L.D. process Or blowing of oxygen is the
Jorgest. That method is not only the
late.t but the cheapest. The main
l'.-asOn why Japan. can compete with
any other country in the world in
steel makings because of this process.
The European Coal and Steel Commun:ty produces about 70 million tons
of steel each year. Out of this, 26 per
cent is oxygen blown steel, 32 per cent
is basic Bessemer converter steel 31
per centis open hearth steel and 11
per eent is electric furnace steel. As
again.;t this, our proportions are: 90
per cen1 basic Bessemer cooverter
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steel. II per cent L.D. process arui
per cent electric furnace steels. This
proportion of ours, I am afraid, is not
contemplated to be changed even by
the fourth plant at Bokaro, nor is
there any indication of this proportion
being changed in the Fourth Plan
period in the new project. If that is
so and if this position continues, then
the cost of steel making in this country would be perpetually high, and if
the 'Cost is going to be perpetually
high, not only we would not be able
to export steel but even the machinery, which we build out of our stEel
would also become uneconomical.
Therefore, it is necessary for the Government to review and to see what
method, what tec¥ical method we
must employ for steel making.
The third factor which countributes
to the cost of steel making in our
country is the high rate of coke consumption per ton of ore and high alumina conte,nt of Indian ore. It is dimcult to expect that we would have the
assembly of high grade raw material
whenever we want. The beneficat.lOn
of raw materials is going on all over
the world, and .the sooner we recOI!nise this fact the better for us. We
must begin .beneficiating our raw
materials.
So far as technicians are con~erned,
we have already some difficulty. We
are asking Germany to help us. Without that OUr Rourkela plant faced a
lot of difficulties and it is still not out
of them. I do hope the Government
will make some provision for it. It is
estimated that the requirement of
steel technicians in the Fourth Plan
alone would be 40,000. It is a big
number for a country like this. Unless we make some provision in advance we are likely to run into difficulties.
Finally, let us not run away with
the impression that the labOUr cost of
steel making in this country is cheaper. It is not. As a matter of fact,
the British experts who came here
had said somethi.ni about ii. One of
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them, Sir Charles Goodeve, Director
of British Iron and Steel Research
AsSOCiation, has said like this:
"The new Indian Steel Works
today employ two and a quarter
times as many people as envisaged
six years ago when construction
plants were finalised.
The wage component in productiOn in these steel plants was now
as high as in any advanced country, reducing Indian competitive
ability. If production continued
at this low level, there would be
little sCOpe for improving workers
wages."
These are the main ingredients which
control the economy of steel making.
Therefore, I think the Government
would give' careful consideration to
these few points.
The hon. Member who opened the
debate today said that whereas on the
one hand the private sector people
complained of the over-production of
steel and blamed the Government for
blindly going in for more producl1on,
at the same time, on the other hand,
these very people go to the Government asking for expansion of their
own project. I think his criticism is
very valid. I myself do not understand this type of attitude. On the
one hand, they caution the Government and request the Government to
go slow because they feel that the
demand for steel is not enough and
it is not likely to be enougb.

The Minister of Steel and Heavy
Industries (Shri C. Subramaniam): I
think that phase is now over. '1'hey
are now urging us to go forward.
Shrl Moraro: I am happy if that
phase is over. The next question that
arises is this. In the Industrial Poli.:y
Resolution you have said that steel
would be reserved for the public sector. Now, it is true that it perm.tll
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you to take the co-operation of the
existing plants. But, Sir, after the
Industrial Policy Resolution you have
allowed the expansion of steel plants
from time to time. The capacity of
Tatas has been doubled. The Sar.le is
the case with Indian Iron and Steel.
I would like to ask one question. In
actual pratcice, what difference does
it make whether you allow an"ther
steel plant to be put up in the private
sector for a million ton capacity or
you allow one of the existing plants
in the private sector to incerase its
capacity by two million tons? If
your policy is on the lines of a socialistic pattern of society, to prevent
concentration of' wealth, is it consistent, I ask, to allow the same person
to expand his plant, to double his
capacity and not to allow the newcomers? Yet, you say that it is the
industrial policy not to allow the development of steel in the private seclor.
Now I will come to the actual work_
ing of the Hindustan Steel. We are
very happy to read about the reorganisation which has been done on the
basis of federal decentralisation. I am
happy that after the new Minister
came in the Hindustan Steel has received very active attention and some
changes have been made. But Sir, I
doubt whether these changes by
themselves would be enough. &> a
matter of fact, I go to the extent of
saying that some of these changes
were not necessary. For example, the
power of the General Manager in each
steel plant has been substantially increased. His financial power has now
been increa',ed to Rs. 1 crore. That
means he can now place orders where
a single order may be up to the value
of Rs. 1 crore. Formerly his powers
were up to Rs. 40 lakhs. Now he need
not consult the Government for placing orders up to the value of Rs. 1
crore. According to me, Sir, this is
too wide a power. Even in proprietary or private concerns like the
Tatas and Indian Iron and Steel, no
one single individual has such wide
powers. I would like to know whether the work of these concerns has
actually suffered for want of this
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power. How many orders, as a matter
of fact, in a year a General Manager
places where a single order is of the
value of more than Rs. 1 crore? The
more important aspect of this reorganisation is the stability of management. You would be surprised to
know that over a period of less than
eight years as many as five Chairmen
have changed their seats in this Corporation. During the same period, or
even less than that, there were five
General Managers in one steel works,
that is, Rourkela. I think it is very
essential for the Government to impart some stability to the management
because that is the key to success for
any industrial Or commercial undertaking. You often draw an analogy
from the private sector. One important thing that We notice in the private
sector is the stability of management.
For example, Shri JRD Tata continues
to be the Chairman of his concerns for
t\he last so many ~ears. Similarly,
Shri Jehangir Ghandy is at the top for
the last so many years. It is a distinct advantage a definite advantage,
to a concern to have a top executive
for a longer length of time.
Shri C. Sobramaniam: Do you recommend the same Minister for a,es
to come?
Shri Morarka: If the Minister is in
actual control, has got actual executive responsibilities over the undertak_
ing, he must also remain for some
years.
An Hoo. Member: There are some
Ministers continuing for decades.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Member must conclude now.
Shri Morarka: I require a couple of
minutes.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: He has already taken twenty minutes.

will

Shri Morarka: I
give you one
instance. There was one General
Manager in Rourkela, whose name I
will not mention. He was on a five
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year contract. He was found incompetent there. What was to be done?
He ,was sent to Dugda Washery. lie
was found incompetent in that post
too. Then he was sent to the Hindustan Steel Sales Department. Again,
he was found incompetent. Still, a
year and a half was left out of his
written agreement with the corporation. So, he was paid the salary for
that period and sent away. When this
officer was sent away to Dugda
washery, the question was raised here
but the then Minister objected and said
that no aspersion should be cast on
the individual, because it was not
fair. Sir, our intention wa:> not to
cast any aspersion on anybody; but
the facts had to be stated as they
occurred in retrospect one can very
well say that the person was incompetent and the parliamentary criticism
valid. In such a case proper action
ought to be taken against the person
concerned.
Talking about the fiinancial position of the Hindustan Steel, though
the balance sheet and Annual Report
do show a loss of Rs. 19'50 crores for
the year 1961-62, it does not represent
the correct position.
The reason is
that thE' Government has not charged
any interest on the loan of Rs. 357
crores. It is claimed that these concerns are run as business concerns.
If that is so, we must provide for accounts purposes at least the amount
for interest too. If we provide an interest of even 6 per cent per annum,
it will come to about Rs. 21 crores.
So, the total loss would ·be round about
Rs. 40 crores.
In this connection, I would like to
ment;on one thing. The workin& of
the steel plants, particularly Rourkela
is causing Us concern. In Rourkela
raw materials constitute 41 per cent
of the cost of produtcion, wages torm
21' 6 per cent and stores and spares
24 per cent. In Bhilai the figures are
40 por cent raw materials, 14 per cent
wages and 16' 7 per cent stores and
spares. In Durppur the position is

still better. It is 37 per cent raw
materials, 11' 3 per cent wages and
salaries and 10 per cent stores and
spares.
Since the time at my disposal is
very limited, I will skip over many
points. But I would like to point out
something
about the
accountir.
system.
Shri P. R. Patel (Patan): In Rourkela the production has not been achi.
eved fully.
.Shri Morarka: I have caiculated the
figures 0'1 the basis of production tha t
has ,been 'lchieved. You pay wages,
you consume raw materials, stores and
spares only according to production.
Therefore, I have taken the expenditure of these three items only.

Another very important feature of
this Annual Report is shortages. In
this one year the shortage of raw
materials amount to Rs. l' 50 crores.
In the case of finished goods the shortage is Rs. l' 75 crores. There is also
an excess of Rs. 71 lakhs in the case
of finished steel. So, whatever way
we look at it, there is no doubt that
the accounting system of stock taking
and stock recording is very defective.
I would like to mention one point
which, though small, involves a question of principle. In the year under
review Hindustan Steel issued fresh
capital. The capital was issued some
time in the month of February 1962.
The management committee made
allotment to the Government on the
22nd February. On the 22nd March
the general board of directors ratified
that. But, by this time, they had not
received the sanction of the Controller of Capital Issues. When the
auditors objected to this, the Hindustan Steel gave a very naive explanation. The explanation was that
though they made the allotment, the
intimation of the allotment was not
sent to the Government till July and,
therefore, it was not effectively made.
I am raising this point only for one
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reason. This is a Government concern. If such a concern is going to
set down such examples. such interpretations of law. it would be very
difficult for yOU tomorrow to blame
people in the private sector when
flagrant breaches of the company law
take place. The directors could have
openly come out and said "there is a
mistake on our part; we did this in
anticipation; we are sorry for it". Instead of doing that, they justify it by
saying that the allotment is not eft'ective until the intimation is sent. I
think this is not becoming of a government concern.
In conclusion, I would only say that
in this country we have enough scope
for expansion of steel. I have no
doubt that we can produce steel. not
only to put our country as one of the
important steel-producing countries
on the world map but we can also
produce steel at competitive prices. at
economic prices. and we can compete
in the world markets. But, then. this
idea, this luxury of expecting abund,mt quantity of raw materials of high
grade readily available will have to be
given away. We must reconcile ourselves to the fact that beneficiation
of raw-material is
necessary other
technological advances have to be incorporated and taken advantage of. I
do hope that the Ministry will continue its energetic efforts in that direction and the few suggestions which I
have made will be duly considered by
the hon. Minister.
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Shri R. Barua: Mr. Deputo-Speaker,
Sir, at the very outset I express my
sa tisfaction because this Ministry is
now under the charge of Mr. Subramaniam who does not indulge sO much in
lashing out dogmas
and, I feel, he
minds his work-rathteT assiduously.
So far as steel planning both fOr the
""un try's industrial development and
for defence is conoerned, the target
which we have fixed is not scientific.
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The plan fails to give proper perspectin projection of steel requirements
in these progressive times. Take, for
instance, the Thlrd Plan target. We
have to produce steel ingots to
the
tune of 10 million tons and at the end
-ot the Sixth Plan perioo probably it
is going to be 50 million tons. Now,
these plan fignes have created
a
psychology of 'thus far and no further'. That has
led to a
sense of
deceptive conplacency which is very
-much dangerous. In this world, we
find that different countries are developing their iron resources at a terrific speed. For example, China, after
an intensive geological survey, have
assessed their potential reserve and
their deposits of iron ore, say, in
Shansi is to the tune of 700 crores tons
and in Hanan alone the estimated iron
deposit is 300 crores tons. As against
that-I expect that our reports would
-disclose-what is our iron deposit in
India? What is OUr reserve on which
'We can depend upon? So far no pr0per geological survey has been taken
in hand to find out the real resources
as a result of which we do not know
.....hat our potentialities are. Therefore,
I say, there should be intensi ve geologiea1 survey to find out and assess out'
potential resources of iron ore. Our
plan figures must undergo a radical
change because of the new developments that has been created by the
Chinese aggression plus the cold war
fever which is prevading the entire
world.
In the last war, the United States
of America
alone, out of her total
production of 70 to 80 million tons of
iron, diverted halt of it to war preparations. Taking that in view and
considering the tact that, apart from
America, there an! other countries
who put their iron production in a
cammon pool. we can just visualise
what the requirement of war is.
If
'We take into consideration our own
limited resources even to attain selfsufficiency in defence efforts, we require at least 2 million tons of iron
for defence alOile. That will simply
mean 1/4Oth of what America did in
the last war. That being the insigni'ficant position as compared to Ame198(Ai) LSD-6.
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rica, what i, our target? Our target
is only 10 million tons for the Third
Plan period. We are creating a psychology of self-complacency which is
very much dangerous. We are not:
having a proper geological survey to
assess our own potential and to what
extent it should go. There should be
rethinking about the fixation of our
targets. Even to achieve that target,
we must make serious attempts in all
directions. Otherwise, if you have
some sort of a satisfaction by saying
we have arrived somewhere near the
targetted figure, that will lead us no
where. For instance, what has China
done? I am taking the figures of
China only to show the comparative
position in which we stand. In 195'1,
steel production in China was 53 lakb.
tons. In 1960, it went up to 184 lakb
tons. That is an increase of 350 per
cent. That being the position, I once
again draw the pointed attention of
this Ministry to look into this ~oUB
aspect of shortfall to which we are
gradually dragging the country.
Generally we try to throW
the
blame on teething troubles. For instance, Rourkela was suffering for a
long time and We said that these are
teething troubles are taking the cOImtry to an insipient stage. Once we
lapse into this attitude of d;pending
upon excuses, we shall not De in a
position to take the country onward.
- in the march for steel self-6"Ufficien<;'y..
From the Estimates Committee report
and other reports, it is apparent that
there are serious defects in forward
planning, there are serious defects in
management, there is no decentrallsation . of power. All these things collectively lead to the 10_ recorded in
the dil!erent sectors. Therefore,
I
plead with the Ministry to see that
they come with bold decisions and do
serious thinking so far as future outlays are concerned. Even to achieve
our limited targeted figures, _ shall
have to invest a
large amount of
money. The question of capital outlay is a serious problem. Tberefore. it
needs serious thinking on the part of.
the Ministry. Particularly in view of
the attitude shown by America with
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regard to Bokaro, I hope there will be
some sort of a re-adjus1ment of policy
that the Ministry is 80 long following.

[DR. SAROJINI

MAmsm in the ChaiT.]

I am afraid this attitude, and this re-

luctance on the part of America not to
go ahead with the Bokaro plant is
connected with our political and economic mood which must be looked
into.
this regard, we cannot afford
to be very much orthodox. In order
to faee the crisis, our country needs
3teel supply very urgently.

In

Coming to the Question of future
requirements, we have yet to make
up iron to the tune of Rs. 361 crores.
We are not in a position to meet the
gap. The engineering industry is
suffering very much for want of steel.
In order to meet this deficiency
I
would submit that we should go ahead
with the setting up of pig iron plants
in different sectors as quickly as possible.•
Shri Warior (Trichur) :
regions.

Different

Shri R. Barua: Different places
wherever it is possible. It is a matter
to be ¥I";ously thought about. Otherwise, it will not only retard the
growth of our steel industry, ·but also
it will retard the progress of the engineerinjl industry in the different sectors. No orthodoxy should in any
way stand in the way of the establishing of plants for producing pig iron.
Coming to Heavy electricals, I find
that the Government was rather taking a bohemian attitude towards this.
It is very -clear that a country's prosperity is measured-not only prosperity,
but also industrial achievements--in w-ms of per capita consumption of electricity. The Government .also duly realised this aspect of
the question. But, we were proceeding very slowly in this matter. It is
untortunalle, all has been disclosed in
~ Estimates Committee report that

for Grant8

the Ghose Committee's report of 1949
and the Foreign Manufactureres reports of 1954 are missing from the
Government flles. That shows that
Shri C. Subramaniam has now come
to a department in which there was
something wrong. He must find oot
why these things should happen, why
important documents like these, for an
industry which is SO essential for the
country, are not to be found even.
now. I am not placing this in an
attitude of criticism. I am giving a
warning, because there must be something very unpalatable going on inaide
the management. That is a thing to
be seen. The Government, howeV'elr,
came to the conclusion to establish
Heavy electricals at Bhopal and some
other places. But, their performance,
so far, is very much disappointing. I
find that the eStimated production of
heavy electricals worth Rs. 2·60 crores.
That is the revised estimate. Till
30th March 1963, the production was
only Rs. 1.77 crores worth-far below
the targeted figure. There was loss
in 1960-61. It was Rs. 46 lakhs. In
19lrr-62, the lass went up to the tune
of Rs. 106.78 lakhs. These are very
disconcerting figures.
It has also to be seen that SO far as
the planning aspect of this was concerned, there was no forward thinking. On top of that even in outlays,
there were constant changes from
time to time. All these things led to
serious loss to the industry. Again.
the price of generators and
other
things that we are having from
Bhopal, do not compare favourably
with things of similar type imported
from outside. The Government has
fixed up a price policy by putting it
at the landed cost of the things that
we import. That pricing policy is
neither sound commercially nor ec0nomic; nor is it scientific. Therefore,
something shall have to be done to
reduce the cost structure. Otherwise,
it will seriously hamper our power
projects. Power projects are essential, as I have alreJldy said, for !be
development of the country. These
two. things a~ inter-related. Unles&
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the Milristry of Steel and Heavy Industries came forward with proper
production of these electricals development projects will sufter seriously
and the country will be led to a serious
crisis. It has also to 'be seen that in
the present context and attitude of
the world, it may not be possible at
all times to get ~nerators and heavy
electricals from outside. Therefore,
the importance of this industry becomes all the more important.
At the same time. while I am advancing my criticism with regard to
the shortfalls, with regard to mismanagem'ellt that is pervading in this
industry, I am also conscious of the
fact that various forces are now working in this country. Their intention
is to demolish the picture of democratic socialism which we so much love
and which we so much like. These
forces are pulling in different directions. Some may be motivated by their
personal ends; some may be motivated by the intention of dragging the
country undet; the hegemony af some
alien rule, and some may exert their
influence on these forces
without
knowing What they are actually doing.

15 hrs.
Therefore, in view of the different
forces developing within ~e country,
and the other developments outside
the country, I plead with the hon.
Minister that these defects which
have already shown signs in this department must be remedied and that
too very quickly and drastically.
Coming to the cement industry,
submit that the cement industry is
vitally connected with the defence
requirements, and particularly in
strategic areas. Our performance, so
far as cement is concerned, was not
very bad till late, but even then. we
are lagging behind by about 2 million
tons. All th-e same, the production of
cement is tied up with the production
of the cement manufacturing machinery. I doubt whether this inflexible
connection between the production of
cemlent and the production of
the
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cement-manufacturing machinery will
be of much avail in the present circumstances. I hope, therefore, that
the Ministry will see whether this rule
of rigidity can be made rather flexible so that the cement production may
go up and meet the increasing demands of defence as well as of indus-

try,

There are other machinery also in
resp-ect of w1!icb, I submit that our
performance has been very slow, but
so far as the textile machinery is
concerned, we were to produc(' plants
worth Rs, 310 crores, but we have
produced only Rs. 142 crore3 worth
of machinery; so, there is a gap of
about Rs. 168 crores. Similarly:
there are other items of machinery
also in which there has been a shortfall. In this way, there are shortfall
in oth-er departments.
Coming to fertilisers which are also
directly connected with production,
the production of fertilisers is not
going on well. Therefore, I hope that
the Ministry will take special note of
these matters. As I have already
stated, it is the sacred, duty of Shri
C. Subramaniam to see that our edifice of democracy is not shattered by
the different forces gradually developing within the country, and if he
performs his duties w-ell with eneI1lY,
foresight and some amount of forthright leadership. I hope the steel industry wil come out successful and
the country will be saved of a serious
disaster which othe~se nobody can
a\'"~rt.

The Deputy l'tlillister ill the MiJUstry of Steel and Heavy Industries
(S!!rt P. C. Sethi): I am thankful to
you for allowing me to intervene in
this debate. I do not propose to take
much time of the House on the subi'eCt of steel and heavy industries, although I shall briefly skip over them.
I shall mainJy confine myself to the
cement industry.
Shri R. Barua has just now made a
reference to cement. I would place
a few points before the House regarding the cement iDci1Jstry. There has
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been a significant increase in industrial production in the steel as well as
the heavy industries s-ection with
which this Ministry is dealing. The
general index of the industry's production for the year 1962 is about 150
as against 139 last year. The Third
Plan target in respect of most of the
heavy industries, which are looked
after by the Department of Heavy
Industries, has been licensed and is
already covered by the issue of indusrtial iicences. The Development is
endeavouring to ensure the speedy
implementation of the licences already
issued; while endeavouring to srep up
the additional capacity, efforts
are
also being made to utilise the existina:
capacity.

So, as far as the heavy industries
section is concerned, the ri~ in production is perceptible. It is also true
that the self-sustained growth of the
industries depends to a large extent
on the development of machine-building and machine-tool industries which
produce capital goods, and that capital
good<; production is not on the firm
basis, and, therefore, we have to look
to the development of· the machinebuilding and machine-tool industry. I
am glad to say that during 1962,
machinery and machine-tools worth
about Rs. 200 crores have been manufactured.
Similarly, as far as the steel industry :s concerned. we have been a·ble
to turn the cornc~. The sick child of
the steel industry, Rourkela, has now
started blooming up with youthtul
v:igour and Durgapur has also com'e
up, and Bhilal was already better.
Therefore, the production of steel
which ",as limping and was very
much on the dangerously low side
has come up, and since October, 1962
we are progressing ah'ead. The production of pig iron has come up to
1 '07 :r..iilio'l to'1S as against 0~99 million tons in 1961-62, and the production of steel ingots was 5'39 million
tons as against 4'27 million tolls in
1961-112.
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Having said this generally about the
steel and the heavy industries section,
I would come to the cement side. A3
is well known to the House, cement
playS a very important part in the
construction and development of the
country, and the cement industry
occupies a very important place as far
as our country is concerned. The capital employed in the cement indu..<1ry
is round about Rs. 70 crores, and about
37,000 workers are employed In this
industry. At the moment we have
,ot about 36 to 37 factories in our
country, and the installed capacity of.
iIlese factories is about 9:994 million
tons. There has been a considerahl.e
increase in production since Dea=ber,
1962, as far as the cement industry is
concerned. This is mainly due to iIle
activated climate on account of the
emergency, but at the same time, we
shall have to realise that all the persons concerned in the cement industry
have put in their best eftorts, and it
is on a/'Count of those efforts also that
the cement industry has achieved a
~ter production during, the last few
months. The d..ifficulties which we
were facing in the cement indusny, as
far as the rated production is concerned, have been mostly overcome.
As far as the cement industry is
concerned it is one ot the largest
consume~ of coal, be~ause it consumes
about 3'72 million tons of coal, ..-hich
is about one-eighth of the total production ot coal. Similarly, the cement
industry also consumes a lot of jute
bags, which is about one-sixth of iIle
jute industry's production. So, the
cement industry occupies an important place from that point of view.
The large consumption of coal also
requires a lot of transport facilities.
During the last few months, it has
been seen that the coal supplies to the
cement industry have improved. It
was because of the lack of coal IIIlPplies during the year 1961-62 that tbe
cement production could not go up,
and after the coal position has imImWed, the cement production poatiaa ball
also improved.

Dem"nds
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Similarly, it has also been attempted
to !lee that the coal supply to the
cement industry ill not only moved by
the railways 'but also by the lea-cmnrail route, and for that purpose, a
mbsidy on coal has been /tiven 10 thai
the rates for the sea route supply may
be the same as for the rail route supply. Apart from this, we have al8t7
tried to see that certain factories
which are based on coal mav be oilfired. About three factories: namely
the Talaiyuthur factory, the ACC at
Dwaraka and the" Ranavav cement factory, have already been. on tile oilfire now and, therefore to that extent,
the coal supply position has been made
easy. Similarly concesion in freight
is also given for the movement of furnace oil, which has alSO resulted in an
improvement in the position.
So, not only with regard to the coal
supply but with regard to the finished products also, it has been arranged
that the supplies of the finished goods
move properly from the factones to
the areas concerned and do not ~reate
a bottleneck. To ilhat extent the
facilities have "been maie available,
and it is also being tried that cement
may be moved by road as WE'll as by
/iea.

Similarly, as regards the other faciwhich the cement il\dustry requires, especially power, we have
again and again requested the State
Governments and made it very clear
to them that this should be given the
top priority. Sometimes even when
the cement factories are !"eady they
are not given power in time and therefore, they are not able to go into production. Cases of such a nature came
to our notice, two in Andhra Pradesh
and one in l\lysore. So we have requested State Govermnents to give
priority to the supply of power to this
industry.
~es

Apart from this we have also tried
to give incentives for higher produc1ion at cement. Duri~ the last three
J'II!III.l'S ending 1962, We have given an
increase in price; this raD48S between
Rs. 2.50 and Rs. 5.00 per ton, the difre-
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renee between the eX-Narks price
payable and Rs. 75 per ton over the
highest production of the last 3 yeaN.
Not only We hl!ve given incentive to
producers. As regards the workers
also, we have tried to .tee that the recommendations of the Wage Board are
implemented. The first phase of the
recomendations regarding the cement
industry has been implemented. As
regards the second phase ;a stUdy of
the workload is being carried out. As
soon as it is over the second phas~ of
the recommendations would also be
implemented. Therefore w~
have
tried to give incentives to the producers as well as the workers.
Apart from this, we have also tried
to see that the balancing equipm.~nt
required by the cement industry is
made available to it. On this account,
about Rs. 2 crores have been provided,
and from that point of- view, the situation has eased. With all the.J8 clrorts,
the utilisation of existing capacity has
shawn perceptible improvement of
late. Although the high level of production we have been able to achiL'Ve
during the last few months is about
107-107 per cent of the production
previously, and although the present
trend of productIOn will be m.-untained, and although this is a very high
rate of production ,,'e !lOpe that l'.ith
the interest that the ~pll)yers and
workers take in the industry, the industry will progress turher.
We have also tried to see that the
requirements for installation of fresh
capacity are properly kept ill view.
While the targets for the Third Plan
were being fonnulated, it was decided that about 15'2 million tom should
be the figure. Keeping that in view,
production would be about 13:2 million
tons. This was fixed on the basis of
8 million tons in 1960-61 hoping that
there would be a 10 per cent rise possible every year, Later on. it W3.!J
found that the target which we had
fixed was much lower. Tod!!.y we are
facing this diftlculty. Actually " ..hat
happened during the slump perilld of
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1959-60 was that since cement was
said to be available in good quantity,
production was not kept properly and
for about 18 months, most or the activity of licence-giving also suffered.
Later on it was realised that this was
not a correct policy, 3lld actually the
demand for cement is more than the
supply available. Now tIle new
defence requirements have also come
into the picture. Therefore we are
trying to revise the target ' upwards.
Rut i., vi"....· of our present djfficulties
and .:;0 n:any thing:;, I do not think it
.. "':'d be possible for us during the
Ti' "."d Plan period to 1::0 beyond 14:
million ton~perhapS it might be
between 13--14 million tons. At the
same time, we are trying to see that
whatever enhanced rate of production has been achieved during the
last few months should be kept up and
new <l8.pacity should be created. For
that purpose, we cave licensed many
new units. We hope that most of
them will come up. Out of the total
of. licences for about 9'3 million tons,
so far 4 million tons are covered by
the issue of licences for import of
plans or components, and we hope that
a capacity of 14 million tons would be
achieved.

But according to present policy. as
8hri Barua also referred, cement
plants are not allOWed to be Imported
in full because after all, we want to
give scope for indigeno!1s machinery.
Unless we tie up the present licenses
with
indigenOUs
production
of
machinery, it would not be possible
to create machine manufacturing capacity in trus country. But we have not
got a rigid view on this point. In
those cases which are on an advanced
stage, we have allOWed the import of
certain
components
and
even
machinery to the tune of RB. 4B-50
lakhs per individual unit so that production may be achieved. Therefore,
our attitude on this point is not rigid.
At the same time, it is our endeavour
to see that the cement machine manufacturing programme also com83 up
in the coUhtry. Therefore, ultimately

licences will have to be tied up with
local machinery.
We a..--e also trying to see that there
is production of slag cemeat also. Our
target for this is about 2 million tona.
Efforts are being made to produee
cement from. slag in Bhilai aud in
Dur.gapur. For Rourkela, it will take
some time because it is under eX.mJi·
nation. Slag cement is being produced at Bhadravati from the Mysore
Iron and Steel Works and at Chabasa
from the Jamshedpur slag. About
1,90,000 tons of slag cement is being
prC>duced. But we want to utilise 1b.e
slag capacity to the fullest possible
extent 00 that the production of slag
cement also coems up.
With regard to problems of distribution, because the effective demand
is about 9'25 million tons and production is about 8'28 million tons, there is
a gap of a million tons and because of
that there is always a tendency to
give the demand on an inflated basis.
Therefore, whatever uemands we receive are also inflated. At the same
time. it is also a known fact that \.here
is a shortage of cement and so there
will be difficulty in distribution. But
we are trying to see that cement is
·being distributed quite fairiy and tor
that various things are being attended.

to.

Recently, with regard to quality CODtrol of cement, we issued an order
(in 1962) under the Essential Commodities Act so that any -:omplaints thet
may arise in regard to adulteration of
cement may also be removed

Even with all these cfiorts, the
cement problem would be there.
Therefore, distribution and other
things will have to be attended to.
Shri T. Sabrammyam (Bellary):
Steel aDd heavy industries cunstitute
the basic factor which strengthens cur
industrial economy. I am glad that
Shri C. Subrarnaniam is in charge of
this very important and
significant
portfolio. He has put in a dri.,e whit'h
has made for greater production.

Demands
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bas been increasing of late.

CfJlU1try

We are
informed that our anual demand now
is of the order of 5'1 million tons, but
actually indigenous poduction is only
4 million tons. Import would account
for about 0'8 million tons leaving a
gap or shortfall of 0'3 million tons.
This is the present position. By the
end of the Third Plan, OUr targeted
production will be 10 million tons. I
am afraid it may not be oossible to
reach that target even in th; first year
or the second year of the Fourth Plan.
Even witJh regard to pig iron, the
estimated demand is 1: 8 million tons,
and the production is only one miJ~ion
tons. Our three steel plants have
been of late registering a good record
of
production except
Rourke1a
Bhilai and Durgapur have reached
their target of production.
Shri
also.

C.

Sulmunaniam:

Rourkela

Shri T. SubraDuul7am:
hlld reached 90 per cent.

Rourkela

'!'

Shri C. Subramaniam: 100 per cent
Shri T. Subramaayam: 1 am very
glad.
It is very heartening to hear
1ilat Rourkela has reached the t:lrget
of production of one million tons.
Shri D. N. Tiwary (Gopalganj):

was a sick child.

It

Shri T. SubramaDYam: It was a
sick child, but it has ltot ever all thOSe
troubles and difficulties, and I am
.sure it will be a healthy, improving,
progressive child before long.
The investment ~ these three plants
has been of the order of about Rs. 707
crore-about Rs. 349 crores of share
capital and Rs. 357'1 crores of loans.
The steps taken with regard to expansion are also making headway. 1
learn that equipment is a:r<!ady b'!ing
received with regard 10 Bhilai, and
that tenders are being called for with
respect to 1he other plant.
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This morning I relid in the paper-,
and it was heartening that a minisLerial committee of West Gimnan.r has
accorded sanction for providing assistance to the expansion of the Rourkel.
plant
Then, Taw and the Indian Iron and
Steel Co., have also progrpssed, ihuugh
they have not reaolled the full target
of production.
In this context I must refer to the
Mysore Iron and Steel Ltd. Pr<!duetion was to be increased to !(!f),000
tons even in the Second Plan. but that
could not be done because of ~(rne
reasons. The proposal now IS to
manufacture 85,000 tans of finished
steel, may be by the end of 1'163. I
must also gratefully acknowledge that
the han. Minister, Shri C. Subramaniam, is responsible for :mother pmposal. He threw out a suggestion that
the whole plant should be convert<!d to
the manufacture of special steel so
that ultimately it could manufacure
about 80,000 of finished steel with
only the addition of a few units which
would cost about Rs. 8 crores. I am
sure this will be given effect to
because special and alloy steel occupies a strategic position in our industrial economy and is required far
various things including defence. We
are at present manufacturing on11'
about 24,000 tons of special steel. In
the Fourth Plan 1he demands are expected to increase to lIve lakh tons.
About 261,000 tons of capacity bas
been licensed ar appro;red so far. The
gap is still very great. Of course,
attempts are being made to set up an
alloy steel plant at 'Durgapur also and
steps are being taken, but still T UTge
the Minister to see that t.be implementation of these schemes is expedited.
With rgard to Bokaro, I learn that
the final project report he; been receiVed. Probably it is under examination. 'Ntis morning I re'ld in the
papers that the U.S. Ambassador has
stated that it is possible to 1:3"" U1
efficient low-cost plant at Dl)karu. that
it should be built by American enaneers on behalf of the Government aC
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India, that there will not be any im-

port of ideology, :lotlting will be
done to see that the ima~e'of America
is introduced here. It is ve~ heartening. I hope the Minister will pursue
the matter and see that this is given
efTect to shortly.
Reverting to pig iron, licences have
been issued to about ceven concerns.
In this context, I refer to page 16 of
the Ministry's Report which says:
"To augment the troduction of
pig iron whcih is in short SUpply,
the question of setting up of a
blast furnace complex in the GoaHaspet region and low-shait blast
furnaces at the Hindustan Steel
Plants utilising nut cok.! are at
present under c-onsideration."
1 may mention that in this region in
Bellary Distriet we have known reaerves of iron ore to the tune of 2,000
million tons. The full known reserves
of our country are "bout 25,000 million tons, while the reserves of the
whole world are stated to be about
85,000 mimon tons. Th<'refore, we
stand in a very goOd position in the
availability of iron Jre anrl this
region I am referring to 'h:ls the most
precious iron ore, with an iron content of over 65 per cent., very often
70 per cent. There is no need for any
beneficiation here.
Therefore,
it
should be possible to set up pig iron
plants, and it is also possible tr- set up
a steel plant here.

Some time back the hJn. Min;stE-r
of Steel and Heavy Industries was saying that it was possible to think of
installing a big plant here with one
million tons capacity which could be
increased later on to three or four
million tons. Shri Morarka was saying that it should be possible to make
the capacity of each plant five million
toos, but we are far from that yet. He
quoted the instance of Ameriea. In
Am4!rica. steel production today is 100
million tons, whereas in our country
the total production does not reach the

capacity of one plant in .~l"rica.
Therefore, it is good to plan from now
on a plant of one million tons in 1i1is
Bellary area which could be increued later on to three or four million

tons.

Then, it should be p03siille to
import coal also from other countries
via the ports. Our iron ore is going
through various ports. .\.ttcmpts are
being made to export iron ore from
this area and a broad gauge line is
also being built. Steps should be
taken to see that the wagons have a
two-way traffic, and that coal is
imported into this area, 90 that a goodsized steel plant may be i!'!rtalleri.
With regard to distribution of steel,
the Iron and Steel Contr'.lller, Calcutta, has to deal with 11early 50,000
indents e\'ery year. Each indent has
to be scrutinised and checked lind
planning notes have to be put against
each indent, which is 'lD arduous and
tiresome job, but the organisation of
the offi~e and administrative procedures are not adequate. So, the
screening is applied only with regard
to rela."'ted categories, and the work
is left to the clerical stal'!', a:ad it is
done mostly On an ad hoc basis. I
am afraid that the po3ition is very unsatiSfactory in thi, respect.
The distribution takes place through
the stockists, and there is room for
patronage in this. It has come to my
knowledge that many
small-scale
industries have often complained at
the lack of supply of ;ron and steel.
Even the co-operative sector has complained to me. I thereft)I'e suggest
that steps should be taken to see that
the small-scale industry and the multipurpose co-operative societies at the
Taluk level are made stockists and
enabled to have stocks of iron and
steel.
In the rerolling industrY there is an
.imbalance in regional distribution. In
I!pite of the limited AYailal!i1ity of
billets, licences have been issued for
a ca.pacity of 150,000 tons to serve tile
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variOUa under-served States. MYlOre,
Madras, Andhra and Kerala have also
been given licences for a capaCIty of
15,000 tons each. I hope this will be
implemcnted without much difficulty.

In this context, I would refer to the
heavy machine building projects. Witheut these our industrial base will not be
complete Or strengthened, and we will
not be able to reach the position of
take off ar achieve the resulf6 of a selfsustaining Or self-generating economy.
We must be able to manufacture the
designs of our plants and make plants
also and install them and work them
with our own technicians. That is the
position which we should achieve.
This he3VY engineering plant which is
being set up at Ranchi will enable us
to reach that position where we will
be able to build heavy machine
building projects. It will enable us to
produce machines to the tune of 45,000
tons in the first stage and 80,000 tons
in the second stage. It is estimated to
cost Rs. 40 crore.;;. The foundry forge
plant is to cost Rs. 96 crores and the
Heavy Machine Tools project is to cost
about Rs. 25 crores. They would
certainly strengthen our economy and
make U;; strong in this position. I
must also refer to the Hindustan
Machine Tools Ltd., Bangalore. The
first. and second projects manufactured
machines numbering 1120 valued at
Rs. 4 crores from 1st :April to 31st
April, 1962. It is expected to build two
mare machine tool factories, one in
Punjab and another in Kerala.
Mr. Chairman: The hon. Member
may continue on Monday if he likes.

Shri T. SllbraDUUlYam: I will continue on Monday.

15.31 Ilr••
COMMITl'EE ON PRIVATE lIEKBERS' BILLS AND RESOLUTiONS
NIlfETEENTH REPORT

1Ir. CIudrmasI: We ahal! now take

lIP Private Members' BusiRess.

re:
95 Z 0
Regional Disparitll
Shri ADSaI' HanaDi
(Biaaull):
Madam Chairman, I beg to move:
"That this House agrees with
the Nineteenth Report of the
Committee on Private Members'
Bills and Resolutions presented to
the House on the 10th of April,
1963."
Mr. Chairman: I shall put it to the
vote of the House.
Shri S. M. Baaerjee (Kanpur): I
feel that the second Resolution about
the nationalisr:ion of banks is very
important ....
Mr. Chairman: We shall come to it
1.ater. The question is:
"That this House agrees with
the Nineteenth Report of the
Committee on Private Members'
Bills and Resolutions presented to
the House on the 10th of April,
1963."

The motion was adopted.

15.32 hrs.
RESOLUTION RE: REGIONAL
DISPARITY-contd.
Mr. Chairman: We shaH now take
up further discussion of the Resolution moved by His Highness Maharaja
Pratap Keshari Deo on the 15th
March, 1963:
"This House calls upon the
Government to appoint a Committee consisting of Members of
both Houses of Parliament to go
into the question of lIisparity in
the development of various regions
in the country and to suggest
ways and means to lessen such
growine disparity."
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Matillir
(Jalore): Madam Chainnan, I _s 011:

